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HrGH COURT FORM NO. (J) 2.

HEADING OF ]UDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT

IN THE COURT OF SUB. DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M) (CryIL),
sADrY& CHAPAKHOWA

PRESENT :Smti. Sangita Haloi, LL.M., AlS,

SDJM(MX Civil), Sadiya, Chapakhowa

Wednesday, the 23'd day of March. 2022

TITLE SUIT NO. O4l14

Lakeshwar Pao ( now deceased)

Represented by legal heirs:

1. Smti. Dhan Mati Pao

2. Smti Yogeswari Pao

3. Sri. Andeshwar Pao

4. Sri. Magendra Pao

5. Sri. Lakhi Kumar Pao

6. Sri. Jiten Pao

7. Sri Gohin Pao and

B. Sri Gambhir Pao,

-Vs-

Sri. Hanta Buragohain

Plaintiff.

Defendant

This suit coming on for final hearing on 23102122in the presence of:-
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Mr, M. Buragohain

Mr. T. Bhowmik

..... Advocate for the plaintiff.

...... Advocate for defendant.

Date of recording evidence:-03ll2lL4,27l07llB,0611.OlLB, tZltUtg, ZOltTlLg,

3UL1lL9, 1110312020 and 2410312t.

And having stood for consideration to this day, the Court delivered the following judgment:-
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JUDGME"NT

t. The plaintiff has instituted this suit for the recovery of khas possession of the suit

land and for evlction of the defendants from the suit land and for permanent

injunction restraining defendants from constructing over the suit land. But during the

pendency Of the suit the plaintiff expired and his legal heirs namely Dhan Mati Pao,

Yogeshwari Pao, Andeshwar Pao, Magendra Pao, Lakhi Kr. Pao, Jiten Pao, Gohin Pao

and Gambhir Pao( all are legal heirs of the plaintiff) were substituted in this case.

Initially this suit was pending before the Court of Learned Munslff no.1 Tinsukia.

However vide order dated L41041t4 this court was assigned to try this suit as the

jurisdiction falls within the SDJM, Sadiya, Chapakhowa'

The brief facts leading to the institution of this suit as is revealed from the plaint are:

that the plaintiff was the absolute owner and recorded pattadar in respect of the a

plot of land measuring in total 0 B-2 K-13 L's under Das 31 ( area 0 B'1K.2 L's) and

Dag no.64 ( O B 1 K 11 L's) of P.P. no.10 of Chapakhowa Town under Mouza and

Revenue Circle- Sadiya. That the plaintiff had constructed 3 shops for commercial

purpose over a part of that land comprised under part of Dag no.31 wlth RCC pillar

and tin roofed and a part of land measuring more or less 0 B 0 K L2 L's under the

said Dag.31 and said vacant land was the subiect matter of this suit. That the

defendant who was in occupation in that adjacent land near the boundary of

Lakhimpuria Road on Southern part of the suit land had been trying to trespass into

the vacant land of the Plaintiff and the matter was reported to Revenue Circle Officer

Sadiya on 2OlO3lt2 and taking advantage of the same the defendant encroached the

suit land by constructing Kuccha chang ghar. That the defendant on 23'It.l2

collected various building materials over the sult land for construction of pucca house

illegally. The Plaintiff being the absolute lawful owner of the suit land the defendant

is liable to get evicted from the encroached suit land along with removal of illegal

construction, if any. As such circumstances the plaintiff filed this suit for eviction of

the defendant from the suit land and also for permanent injunction restraining the

defendant or any person or persons claiming through or under him from further

construction over the suit land and for other relieves. The plaintiff further stated that

the cause of action of the suit arose on 2Ol03lL2 and 231041t2 when the plaintiff

reported the matter of encroachment of the suit land by the defendant to Circle
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Officer, Sadiya Revenue Circle on 23ltllL2.
4. The defendant had contested the suit by filing their written statement. Apart from

taking usual legal pleas of non-maintainability of the suit both in facts and law, no

cause of action, barred by law of limitation, non-joinder and mis-joinder of necessary

parties, barred by waivers, estoppels and acquiesces; it is pleaded that the suit was

filed with false story to defame the defendant who was a peace loving person. The

defendant had denied all the claims of the plaintiff by calling it as false, fabricated

and baseless and thus prayed for dismissal of the plaintiffs suit.

,5. Upon the above pleadings, the Learned Munsiff no.l, Tinsukia has framed the

following issues for trial:-

i. Whether there is cause of action of this suit?

ia. Whether the plaintiff is the lawful owner of the suit land measuring 12

lessas including other land as mentioned in the schedule of the plaint?

iii. Whether the Defendant encroached upon the suit land and dispossessed

the plaintiff on 20l03lt2, 23l04lL2 and 23ltLlL2 by stafting the iilegat

construction over there?

iv. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to get decree as prayed for?

v. What are the other relief (s) the pafties are entitled to?

During trial, both sides adduced evidence in support of their respective claims and

proved several documents.

I have heard oral arguments of Ld. Advocates for both sides and gone through the

case record. The learned counsel for the plaintiff has contended that the defendant

has failed to prove that is not encroaching the land as claimed by the plaintiff hence

the suit is liable to be decreed in his favour. While arguing the case the Learned

counsel for the plaintiff had relied on the following judgment :

i. 2009 (11) SCC 141

The learned counsel for the defendant has contended that the defendant has

never entered or encroached the land of the plaintiff and this suit needs to be

dismissed with cost.While arguing the case the Learned counsel for the defendant

had relied on the following judgments :

i. 2019 SAR ( Civil) 37 passed by Hon'ble Supreme Court.

ii. 2019 SAR ( Civil) 765 passed by Hon'ble Supreme Court.

6.

7.

8.
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9. Now Let me discuss the matter issue_wise:

10' rssue No' 1:-This issue relates to cause of action for the suit. From the pleadings, it
appears that there is a dispute regarding encroachment in the suit land. plaintiff had
claimed that the defendant had encroached into his 12 L of suit land covered under
Dag no'31 by construeting houses. whereas defendant denied the claim made by the
plaintiff and stated that the plaintiff filed this suit to defame him and he did not
encroach in the suit land and hence the plaintiff is not entitled to a decree as sought
for' Thus there is a dispute of interest of the plaintiff over the suit land which
requires adjudication by this Court. As such, I hold that plaintiff has cause of action
to institute the suit to get his right declared through court upon proof of certain
facts' Accordingly, this issue is answered in affirmative and in favour of the plaintiff.

11' rssues No' 2& 3:-These two issues are the crux of this suit and bone of contentions
between the pafties. This issue relates to plaintiff's ownership over the suit land
measuring 12 L and the other adiacent land mentioned in the plaint and whether the
defendant encroached upon the suit land and dispossessed the plaintiff on 2olo3lL2,
231041t2 and 23lrrllz by starting the illegal construction over there.

on perusal of the plaint it appears that the plaintiff had pleaded that
he was the owner and pattadar in respect of the a plot of land measuring in total 0
B-2 K-13 L's under Das 31 ( area 0 8.1K.2 L,s) and Dag no.64 ( o B 1K 11 L,s) of
P'P' no'10 of chapakhowa Town under Mouza and Revenue circle- sadiya. That the
plaintiff had constructed 3 shops for commercial purpose over a part of that land
comprised under part of Dag no.31 with RCC pillar and tin roofed and a part of land
measuring more or less 0 B 0 K L2 L's under the said Dag.31 and said vacant land
was the subject matter of this suit. But the defendant who was in occupation in that
adjacent land near the boundary of Lakhimpuria Road on Southern part of the suit
land had been trying to trespass into the vacant land of the plaintiff and the matter
was reported to Revenue circle officer Sadiya on 20lo3ll2 and taking advantage of
the same the defendant encroached the suit land by construc ting Kuccha chang ghar
with motive' That the defendant on 23.L1..12 collected various building materials
over the suit land for construction of pucca house illegaily. To prove the contentions
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the plaintiff side examined witnesses and also exhibited documents.

Per contra the defendant in his W.S. denied the all the contentions, allegation

and facts of the plaints and adduced evidence both oral and documentary evidences.

From the testimony of PW.U plaintiff it is seen that he had exhibited the copy

of Khiraj Miadi Patta no.10 of Chapakhowa Town as Ext.1, Jamabandi of P.P. no.10

as Ext.2, Trace map dated 1.01091t2 as Ext.3, Land revenue receipt no.8911548

dated Otlt)l12 as Ext.4 along with copies of complaint before OC Sadiya Revenue

Circle dated 2)l}3ll2 and 23lO4lt2 and notice issued by Circle Officer, Sadiya

Revenue Circle dated 261031L2 and 11/06/12 as Ext.5 and 6, respectively. The PW.1

being the plaintiff had supported the fact that the land under Khiraj Miadi Patta

no.10 belongs to him and he has been paying revenue for the said land. The PW.1

had denied the suggestion of the defendant side on the polnt that the defendant was

occupying the suit land for last 20 years and the suit land was allotted by the Govt.

in the name of the defendant. But on the very next line the defendant side

suggested that the defendant had not occupled the suit land. Hence it appears that

during the cross examination the defendant had taken different views through

different suggestions for claiming his right over the suit land. In one hand he is

claiming his right over the suit land and on the other hand he took the defence that

he never occupied the suit land.

As regard to the testimonies of the other witnesses are concerned, The PW.2

and pW.3 had supported the claim of the plaintiff that the defendant had encroached

the land of the plaintiff and also started construction of building. PW.4 Parishma

Borah being the Lat Mandal no.4 of Chapkhowa town by deposing in support of the

plaintiff's case had stated that as per the record Dag no. 31 of P P no.10 of Sadiya

Mouza, Chapakhowa Town contains land measuring L katha 2 lecha. In the same

patta, there was another Dag no.64 which contains land measuring L katha 11

lecha. As per the record, land in both the dags are in the name of plaintlff Lakheswar

Pao son of Late Thanuram Pao. He further testified that Extl & 2 are the K.P' patta

and jamabandi, respectively, which were issued to the plaintiff. Ext.3 & 4 are the

trace map and land revenue payment receipt respectively of Dag. no.31. Ext'5 is the

complaint lodged by the plalntiff in respect of encroachment of land by the

defendant. During his cross examination the defence plea mainly based on the fact

that as the PW.4 was not present personally at the time of preparation of Ext.1 so

the witness had no knowledge about the contents of the said document. However by
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introducing a new fact during the stage of evidence of defendant side, the

defendant/DW.1 had brought before the court that a plot of land measuring 12 lecha

in Dag no. 868, part "kha" of Chapakhowa Town is allotted by the Circle officer,

Sadiya Circle in his name and Ext.Kha is the said document.

I have perused the said document along with the other documents relied by

the defendant side. The defendant who was examined as DW.1 deposed that he

applied before the Deputy Commissioner for allotment of the aforesaid land in his

name and accordingly land advisory committee held on 09.04.2008 allotted the

aforesaid plot of land in his name vide letter No.SRC-2/2000-08 dated 04.09.2008

issued by the office of the Circle Officer, Chapakhowa, Sadiya Revenue Circle and

thus he was only possessing that part of land as allotted to him. He also claimed that

he was in possession of the said land since 1978 till date by paying land revenues on

regular basis. The DW.l further by accusing PW.2 Bipin Konwar as a man of

desperate nature had also stated that with his help the plaintiff is trying to evict him

from his duly allotted land. The defendant also claimed that the PW.4 had confirmed

that a plot of land measuring tZ Lussa in Dag No.B68, Part "Kha" of Chapakhowa

Town was allotted in the name of the defendant. The defendant side exhibited the

documents as :

I) Exhibit A is the Allotment Letter dated 04.09.2008.

II) Exhibit B is the copy of Judgment & order of Case No.2912008

III) Exhibit C is the Land revenue receipt of 2002& 2018.

I have perused the documents relied by the defendant side. The perusal of

Ext.B it appears that the defendant had some dispute with the PW.2 Bipin Konwar

and Ext.B i.e., the order of Executive Magistrate, Sadiya dated 2U02l12 is between

the defendant and Pw.2 Bipin Konwar and not with the plaintiff side and thus in my

opinion the Ext.ts had no connection with this suit.

Now on the plea taken by the defendant/Dw.1, the plaintlff side had also cross

examined him/DW.1 at length and the DW.1 in his cross examination had admitted

that the contents of the W.S. which was exhibited as Ext.D and he also admitted his

signatures as D.1,2,3 and 4. The DW.1 even admitted that he had not mentioned in

his W.S. that he was in possession of the land since 1978 or he run hotel business

over that land. He also accepted that he did not mention it in the Ext.D that he did

not encroach land of the plaintiff. According to the defendant/DW1 he elaborated his

claim in his evidences.
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On this point the Ld. Counsel for the plaintiff had argued that the defendant in

his W.S. did not mention anything which was later included in his evidence on

affidavit filed as DW.1. Further he could not produce the DW.2 and DW.3 in this case

for cross examination and thus their parts of testimonies were expunged. They also

insisted the W.S. was not filed in conformity with Order VIII Rule 2 and 3. They

argued that the issues in civil suits are decided on the basis of balance of probability

and not on the.basis of proof beyond reasonable doubt as in the case of criminal

trial and also placed their reliance in the case passed by Hon'ble Supreme Court in

2009 (11) SCC 141.

The Ld. counsel for the defendant on the other hand had placed his argument

on the basis of two judgments passed by Hon'ble Supreme Court in 2019 SAR ( Civil)

37 passed by Hon'ble supreme court and 2019 SAR ( Civil) 765 passed by Hon'ble

Supreme Court. By quoting these two decisions the defendant side argued that the

plaintiff should succeed on the strength of his own case and not on the weakness of

defendant's case and also that a mere suit for injunction will not lie when dependent

raises a genuine dispute with regard to the title of the plaintiff and thus plaintiff can

not maintain a suit for bare injunction. By insisting on Order XXVI Rule 9 of the Code

of Civil procedure, the defendant claimed the Commission should have been

appointed to demarcate the land. The Ld. Counsel also insisted that the PW'2 Bipin

Konwar and pW.3 Aneshwar Sungkurang were the interested witnesses as they were

in good terms with the plaintiff and hence their testimonies should be scrutinize

carefully in deciding the merit of this suit.

From the arguments, oral and documentary evidences of both the sides it

appears that the defendant side did not place any ground or argument as to why

they did not taken any pleas ln the w.S. regarding his possession over the suit land

as he described in his evidence of affidavit. The defendant claimed that he is in

possession of a plot of land measuring 0 Bigha 0 Katha 12 Lecha under Dag No. 868

of Chapakhowa Town, Mouza-Sadiyasince 1978 till date and regularly paying the land

revenue against the aforesaid plot of land in his name. He has also claimed that he

claimed that in 2008 the land was allotted in his name. If this evidence of the

defendant is to be believed then this court finds no reason as to what abstain the

defendant to place these pleas in the W.S. But there is absolutely nothing in the W'S'

regarding the Dag no.868 or any other documents produced by the defendant during

the recording of his his testimony as Dw.L' In para 16 of the W'S' the defendant

1
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mentioned that he reserved the right for filing additional W.S. The said W.S. was filed

by the defendant on t3l02ll3 and he got ample opportunity to file his amended W.S.

with the leave of the court. The defendant also did not file any counter claim in view

of Order VIII Rule 6 A of CPC. But instead he came up with a totally different story of

possessing the suit land since 1978 and that in my opinion is not acceptable at all in

view of Order VIII Rule 2 and 3.

Now as. regard to the argument of defendant side concerning the cloud raised

over title of the plaintiff by the defendant side,it is already discussed in the above

paragraphs that the defendant did not raise any plea concerning his title or

possession In the suit land in his W.S. or the averments in the W.S. did not raise any

question as defendant being the possessor of that land. Now it is settled law that a

pafi cannot go beyond his/her pleadings without proper documents and thus Court

cannot rely upon such evidences which was not mentioned in the pleading and

thereby startling the other side with new facts or documents. In this regard I would

further like to place the judgment passed by Hon'ble Supreme Court in

AnthulaSudhkar Vs. P, Bucchi Reddy, whereby the Hon'ble Apex court opined that

:"we may however clariflT that a prayer for declaration will be necessary only if the

denial of title by the defendant or challenge to plaintiff's title raises a cloud on the

title of the plaintiff to the property. A cloud is said to be raised over a person's title,

when some apparent defect in his title to a propefi, or when some prime facie right

of a third pafi over it, it made out or shown. An action for declaration is the remedy

to remove the cloud on the title to the property, On the other hand where the

plaintiff has clear title supported by documents, if a trespasser without any claim to

title or an interloper without any apparent title, merely denies the plaintiff's title, it

does not amount to raising a cloud over the title of the plaintiff and it will not be

necessary for the plaintiff to sue for declaration and a suit for injunction may be

sufflcient."

Similarly in this case in hand the oral and documentary evidences of plaintiff

side clearly shown that all the documents are in his favour and the title of the

plaintiff is not under cloud and it was the defendant who had encroached into the

suit land and dispossessed the plaintiff for the suit land. The defendant side did not

even question the validity of the documents placed by the plaintiff side. On the other

hand the defendant side contended that Ext. A was the allotment latter dated

per
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Sec.67 of Evidence Act. The defendant could not produce either the Circle Officer to

prove the signature or any other person acquainted with the signature before the

court to prove the Ext.A.

Therefore in the light of the above discussion I am constrained to opine that

plaintiff ls the lawful owner of the suit land and the defendant had encroached into

the suit land and dispossessed the plaintiff by illegal construction over it. Thus these

issues are answered in affirmative and in favour of the plaintiff side.

2. Issues 4 & 5: Relief (s):-Since both the issues co relates so both the issues are

taken together for discussion and decision. In light of the discussion and decision

made in Issues no.2 and 3 it is already established that the act of the defendant as

alleged and proved, is beyond the procedure set by law and as such, plaintiff is

entitled for the reliefs as prayed particularly relief of declaration of ownership of the

plaintiff and recovery of possesslon by evicting the defendant. Further the plaintiff is

entitled to a decree of permanent injunction against the defendant restraining him

from re-entering into the suit land after the recovery of the said suit land' In the

result, the suit deserves to be decreed, which I do accordingly.

ORDER

Plaintiff's suit is decreed on contest with cost with the following reliefs,

a) Plaintiff has ownership over the suit land.

b) plaintiff is entitled for recovery of possession of the suit land by evicting the

defendant.

c) plaintiff is entitled to the relief of permanent injunction against the defendant

restraining hlm from re-entering into the suit after recovery of the said suit land.

Let a copy of this judgment and order be communicated to Circle Officer,

Sadiya, Chapakhowa for necessary information.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 23'dday of March, 2022 at

Sadiya, Chapakhowa.

(Sangita Haloi)

sDlM(MXCIVIL),

Sadiya, Chapakhowa
,r f ., 1, Vl rLr ! rl.l
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'Sq-S{ pw.l Lakheswarpao.

APPFNDIX

2. PW.2 BipinKonwar

3. PW.3 AneshwarChungkurang

4. PW.4 Parishma Borah

Defendants witnesses:

1. DW.L Hanta Buragohain

Plaintiff's Exhibits:

1. Ext.1: the copy of KhirajMiadiPatta no.10 of Chapakhowa Town

2. Ext.2: Jamabandi of P.P. no.10

3. Ext.3: Trace map dated l0l09lLZ

4. Ext.4: Land revenue receipt no.8911548 dated 0Ul0l12

5. Ext.5 Copy of complaint before OC Sadiya Revenue Circle dated 20103112 and

23104112

6. Ext.6 notice issued by Circle Officer, Sadiya Revenue Circle dated 261031t2 and

Ltl06lL2 .

Defendant's Exhibits: -

1. Exhibit A is the Allotment Letter dated 04.09.2008.

2. Exhibit B is the copy of Judgment & order of Case No.29l2008

3. Exhibit C is the Land revenue receipt of 2002& 2018.

sDJM(MXCruL),
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